
Blockchain Technology



Blockchain is
Redefining Trust



Fra Luca Pacioli 
(1447-1517)

Italian mathematician
Also known as The Father of Accounting
and Bookkeeping 
Introduced the use of ledgers in
accounting systems

The essentials of ledgers have for
the most part remain unchanged for
over 500 year and Pacioli ledgers

are used everywhere today



Ledgers are everywhere

BOB Alice

Through a series of entries into the ledgers, 100$ are transferred from Bob to
Alice.

Our whole financial system is only a system of ledger. When sending money, is
just an entry into the ledger.



Which ledger do you trust?



Satoshi Nakamoto publishes Bitcoin paper during the
financial crisis in 2008.

Blockchain is the underlining technology behind Bitcoin.
 

"A purely peer-to-peer version of electronic cash would allow
online payments to be sent directly from one party to 
another without going through a financial institution."

How it all started?

Satoshi Nakamoto



Decentralized

Each member has exact same copy of distributed ledger for complete
transparency.

Ensures that the entire system will not break down upon a single point
of failure.

Any data, once written on the blockchain cannot be changed or removed.

Enables record keeping in different fields like court records, university
degree records, digital voting, etc. which will make it impossible to
forge records.



Peer to Peer

The interaction between two parties is
accomplished without the need of any third party. 

Cross border transactions.

Blockchain removes the need for trust



Traditional Bank Transfer
(Centralized)

Blockchain Transfer
(Decentralized)

Intermediates
Slow,conversion fees,
not 100% uptime

You Someone else

You Someone else

No intermediates
Faster, no conversion fees
100% uptime

Cross Borders Payments



Other Blockchain use case



Organisation issues
the certificates

A block containing the
certificate data,

timestamp  is created

The block is verified and approvedThe block is added to the chain and is
linked with the previous chain

BLOCKCHAIN FOR CERTIFICATES



require

VOLUNTEER'S EMAIL ADDRESS

VOLUNTEER'S NAME

COMPETENCE 1

COMPETENCE 2

COMPETENCE 3

ORGANIZATION'S NAME



VIEW & VERIFY



Thank you!

Andreas Harpas
Pundi X 365

andreasharpas


